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Hans-Christoph Steininger (International Grammy Awards, Franz Liszt awards and Mercury awards). Symphonic
Orchestra is a collection of four symphonies, which all exist and can be mixed and individually controlled within the
same session. The sound library contains over 55 different orchestral instruments with a virtual orchestra of nearly 950
instruments and over 100 real world orchestral instruments and halls. The sound library was recorded in 4 different halls
including: The Edinburgh Lowlands Concert Hall (UK) The Munich Residenzschloss (Germany) The Symphony Hall in
Glasgow (UK) The Shanghai Concert Hall (China) Each hall was recorded at both standard and low-end levels. This also
allows users to experiment with different blends and panning. Each of the four symphonies is accompanied by a
complete orchestration and requires no pre-mixed sound effects. Additionally, they are all mixed with professional
attention to sonic quality. Symphonic Orchestra offers recording quality instruments with amazing low-end resolution
and detail. Every instrument is individually recorded at standard and low-end and all of these elements are completely
editable. The Symphonic Orchestra sound library also includes piano rolls, midi files and midi controllers. These are
highly editable and interactive. Pianos can be triggered by mouse clicks, midi notes, midi controllers and key presses.
Each instrument in the sound library is completely editable and multi-sampled at a 24-bit rate allowing for maximum
detail and flexibility. Every sound in the sound library has a fully editable master slider and there are multiple master
sliders for each instrument allowing the user to control the tonal character of each individual instrument. The midi library
is completely editable and each song contains up to 4 MIDI controllers which can be mapped to the midi synthesizer. All
four symphonies can be triggered using MIDI controllers which allows for amazing performances with real instruments.
The midi controllers in the symphonies are numbered from 1-4 and are mapped to the appropriate notes within the midi
file. Details: 55 instruments and over 900 instruments are included in the sound library. Each instrument is recorded at 4
different locations and at both standard and low-end resolution levels. All the instruments have full editing facilities for
position, volume, panning, and quality. 5 real world and over 100 virtual orchestral instruments and halls are included in
the sound library.
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Symphonic Choirs is an ambitious and powerful instrument capable of recreating the sound of a real choir with an
incredible degree of realism. Playing Symphony Horse in single player mode allows you to recreate the sound of any of
the 50 different orchestras, while Simulator mode allows you to create your own orchestral arrangements to use in the
game. In addition, you can choose from 3 different performance styles - traditional, modern and rock, as well as set the
number of choir members, their placement in the orchestra pit, and even customize the orchestral score. fffad4f19a
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